Conclusions
The U .S . Army could face serious recruiting problems
throughout the remainder of the 1980's . The two primary
causes of this shortfall would be economic gains and the
continued decline in the population of eligible males. The
model demonstrates that unemployment rates are an important determinant of peacetime enlistment, in contrast with
many previous studies, and that military compensation relative to civilian earnings is of paramount importance to
potential recruits . The recruitment shortfall can be reduced
if appropriate manpower management policies are implemented . The number of recruiters is also significant, as are
national advertising expenditures .
The model appears to fit the data well over the entire
period, while the one-period-ahead forecasts for the four
quarters of 1984 differ from actual contracts by between 1 .5
and 3 .0 percent . Of course, the forecasts are expected to
be less accurate as the projections approach 1990, because
they depend upon the state of the economy as well as military
personnel policy .
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Establishment survey incorporates
March 1984 employment benchmarks
JOHN B . FARRELL

With the release of data for May 1985, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics introduced its annual revision of national estimates
of employment, hours, and earnings from the monthly survey of establishments . These revisions are based on March
1984 benchmark employment counts, the most recent available . As is the usual practice with the introduction of updated benchmarks, the Bureau has also revised the seasonally
adjusted series for the previous 5-year period and has introduced new seasonal adjustment factors .
Adjustment procedure . Monthly employment estimates from
the establishment survey are based on information provided
by a sample of establishments . Each year, the "benchJohn B. Farrell is an economist in the Division of Monthly Industry Employment Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics .
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marking" procedure adjusts these estimates to accord with
independently derived, comprehensive counts of employment . These comprehensive counts are obtained primarily
from summations of the mandatory unemployment insurance (ui) reports filed by employers with their State employment security agencies . For the 2 percent of employment
not covered by unemployment insurance, such as employees
of religious and charitable organizations, other sources are
used to derive the benchmark. Because estimates of hours
and earnings are weighted by employment estimates, they
are also subject to change as a result of benchmarking .
The comprehensive benchmark employment counts are
compared with sample-based estimates in table 1 . The March
1984 benchmark for total nonagricultural employment92 .6 million-was 353,000 above the corresponding samplebased estimate, a difference of 0.4 percent. Note that a
downward revision of 172,000 in manufacturing was more
than offset by upward revisions of 262,000 in retail trade
and 120,000 in construction .
The current revision affects unadjusted series from April
1983 (the month following the previous benchmark) forward
to the current month's estimate . Revision of the seasonal
adjustment factors affects seasonally adjusted series from
January 1980 forward. Unadjusted series from April 1984
forward and seasonally adjusted series from January 1981
forward are subject to revision in future benchmark adjustments.
The benchmark procedure serves as a quality control process by providing a more accurate measure of employment
levels and thus a better perspective on trends . Normally,
new benchmarks are determined for March of each year for
the most detailed industrial classification levels at which
estimates are made .
The time required for compiling ui summaries and processing a benchmark is generally about 15 months . Employment estimates for the period between benchmarks, in
Table 1 . Difference between nonagricultural employment
benchmarks and estimates, by Industry, March 1984
[Numbers in thousands]
Industry

Difference

Benchmark

Estimate

employment . . . . . .

92,587

92,234

353

0.4

Total private . . . . . . . . . .
Mining . . . . . . . . . . . .
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public utilities . . . . . .
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Finance, insurance, and
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Services . . . . . . . . . . .
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3,914
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this case April 1983 through February 1984, usually are
adjusted by applying a ratio of the March 1984 difference
between the benchmark and the estimate . Approximately
V12 of the March 1984 difference is added to the April 1983
estimate, z/t2 to the May 1983 estimate, and so forth, so
that the difference is "wedged" over the 12-month period
from the preceding benchmark to the new one. Summaries
of ui data may also be substituted for the "wedged" results,
if it is apparent that the ui employment data more accurately
reflect the trend of the series . Data subsequent to the new
benchmark, in this case from April 1984 forward, usually
are revised by linking the sample trend for each successive
month to the new March 1984 levels .
Benchmarks for BLS series on women workers, production or nonsupervisory workers, hours, and earnings are not
available . The women and production or nonsupervisory
worker series are revised by applying ratios derived from
the sample to the revised all-employee figures. Revisions
at the basic cell level are then added to become the summary
level revisions.
Average weekly hours and average hourly earnings are
estimated directly from reported figures at the cell level and
are not revised . However, broader industry groupings of
hours and earnings series require a weighting mechanism
to yield meaningful averages . The production or nonsupervisory worker employment estimates for the basic cells are
used as weights for the hours and earnings estimates for
broader industry groupings. Adjustments of the all-employee
estimates to new benchmarks may alter the weights, which
in turn may change the estimates for hours and earnings of
production and nonsupervisory workers at higher levels of
aggregation .
Seasonal adjustment . Most economic time series display
a regular seasonal movement, which can be estimated on
the basis of experience . By eliminating that part of the
change which can be ascribed to usual seasonal variation,
it is possible to observe the underlying cyclical and other
nonseasonal movements in the series .
Each year, employment, hours, and earnings data from
the new benchmark are incorporated into the calculation of
updated seasonal adjustment factors. The Bureau uses the
X-11 ARIMA (Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average)
seasonal adjustment methodology, developed by Statistics
Canada .' X-11 ARIMA is an adaption of the standard ratioto-moving average method, which provides for "moving"
adjustment factors to take account of changing seasonal
patterns . The ARIMA method is used to project the unadjusted
data forward for 1 year prior to seasonally adjusting the
series, so as to lessen the need for revisions of historical
data in future seasonal adjustments . (ARIMA projections are
not used in series where the projections do not meet test
requirements .)
Seasonal adjustment factors are recalculated annually,
and updated factors are published in Employment and Earn-

ings in conjunction with the new benchmark . Seasonally
adjusted data are not published for four series characterized
by small seasonal components relative to their irregular components.' However, these series are used in aggregating to
broader seasonally adjusted levels .
Publication plans. Revised estimates of employment, hours,
and earnings appeared in the June issue of Employment and
Earnings, along with a more complete discussion of the
benchmarking procedure . Estimates reflecting the new
benchmark also appeared in the Current Labor Statistics
section of the Monthly Labor Review beginning with the
July issue.
All historical data revised in this benchmark appear in
Supplement to Employment and Earnings issued in July
1985 . The supplement contains revised seasonally adjusted

data for January 1980 through February 1985 and revised
unadjusted data for April 1983 through February 1985 . Data
for earlier periods have not been revised and can be found
in Employment, Hours, and Earnings, United States, 190984, Bulletin 1312-12 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, April
1985) . All publications may be purchased from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S . Government Printing Office,
Washington, D .C . 20402.
FOOTNOTES
' A detailed description of the procedure appears in Estella Bee Dagum,
The X-11 AwmA Seasonal Adjustment Method, Catalogue No . 12-564E
(Statistics Canada, February 1980).
'The four series are average hourly earnings for mining, and average
weekly hours for mining, tobacco manufactures, and rubber and miscellaneous plastics products .

A note on communications
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